
Fatigue Resistant Materials Extend Part Life In
Automotive, Manufacturing Applications

Fatigue-resistant NorPLY™ extends the life of

components like vibratory springs or flexible

couplings.

Interstate Advanced Materials now offers

custom cut-to-size options for NorPLY™

1002.

SACRAMENTO, CA, UNITED STATES,

June 2, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Companies in the automotive and

general manufacturing industries look

to extend component life to increase

production uptime, cycles, and output.

These components undergo numerous

amounts of cycles or loads over time

and require materials with specific

physical properties like fatigue

resistance to endure the wear from

prolonged use and maximize the

service life of the part. Materials like

NorPLY™ feature high fatigue

resistance and minimal stress

abrasion, making them uniquely suited for use in fatigue-intensive and high strain applications.

Previously available in full sheet options only, Interstate Advanced Materials now offers custom

cut-to-size options for NorPLY™ 1002.

Materials like NorPLY™

feature high fatigue

resistance and minimal

stress abrasion, making

them uniquely suited for

use in fatigue-intensive and

high strain applications.”

Christopher Isar

NorPLY™ 1002 is a glass epoxy composite material

designed for the fatigue-intensive and high-strain

applications seen in a number of industries, including the

automotive and general manufacturing industries. It

features excellent resistance to corrosion, fatigue, and

chemicals along with fantastic impact strength and a high

energy storage capacity that outperforms 1060 spring

steel. Its unique non-woven parallel filament design

minimizes the stress abrasion that may cause shorter

fatigue life in other reinforced plastics. NorPLY™ is

weatherable and is fit for use in harsh environments as its
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dimensional stability is unaffected in cold, hot, wet, and dry conditions. Unlike steel, it cannot

rust, and its lighter weight allows NorPLY™ between 10% and 60% weight reduction compared to

steel.

NorPLY™ 1002 is used in the automotive and general manufacturing industries as the material

for vibratory springs and automotive springs. Its excellent fatigue resistance makes it well-suited

for other fatigue-intensive applications, including rail joints, flexible couplings, shocks and struts,

furniture springs, and insulation spacers. NorPLY™'s properties also make it well-suited for high

strain applications.

Interstate Advanced Materials offers NorPLY™ 1002 in custom cut-to-size options and full sheets.

Save 30%+ on NorPLY™ and other materials with an Interstate Advanced Materials membership.

For more information on NorPLY™ and how its fatigue resistance allows it to increase part life in

fatigue-intensive applications, call a material expert at (800) 742-3444.

Interstate Advanced Materials is a full-line distributor of sheet, rod, tube, bar, film, profile, and

accessories, tools, and care products. With 10 locations nationwide and an online sales and

support team, Interstate Advanced Materials provides full sheets and pallets, simple cut-to-size

service, and complex CNC manufacturing. Interstate Advanced Materials is known for its

reputation of selling high-quality products, providing excellent customer service, and superior

technical support. Our products and services are available using the safe, secure, and convenient

purchasing system on the Interstate Advanced Materials website. For instant help, we're always a

phone call away at (800) 742-3444.
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EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable
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